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Welcome
Karen Hundert Novick, Associate Dean for Administration

Introductions and Graduation Message
Dafna Lemish, Interim Dean

SC&I Alumni Association Presentation
Ron Jantz, SC&I 1997 and 2013, President, SC&I Alumni Association
Introduced by Mark Aakhus, Associate Dean for Research

SC&I Student Representative Presentation
Samantha Marshak, SC&I ’23

Presentation of Ph.D. Candidates
Names will be read by
Jennifer Theiss, Director, SC&I Doctoral Program

Presentation of Masters Candidates
Names will be read by
Jon Oliver, Assistant Dean for Information Technology

Presentation of Bachelor’s Candidates
Names will be read by
Jack Bratich, Professor, Journalism and Media Studies
Vivek Singh, Associate Professor, Library and Information Science
Maria Venetis, Associate Professor, Communication

Closing and Recessional

Inclusion of a name or notation in this booklet is not a guarantee that a student is graduating or earning the noted distinction.

Photography is provided at this event by Island Photography. Graduates will receive an email with proofs and ordering information. For questions, contact custserv@islandphoto.com.

This event is being streamed live online. The archive of the video will be available on the SC&I website for a year.

To donate your regalia after graduation to be used by a student in need next year, visit https://saseof.rutgers.edu/alumni/wear-it-forward.
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Marwan Magdy Abdelgawad ²
Aasim Aamer Abdelkhalek ¹
Radey Abedin *
Noor Abedrabbo
Quinn Levy Aberman *
James Leigh Abey Jr. ¹
Sanil Kurian Abraham
Naveed Muhammed Abubacker ¹
Nicole Lynn Adamousky ¹*
Iretomiwa Oluwanifemi Adewumi ²
Aaraju Adhikari ¹*
Mayan Jochi Ahanotu
Aliza Fatima Ahmad
Bilal Ahmed *
Tanisha Priya Ahmed
Christina Ahn °
Matthew Charles Alaimo ¹
Isabella Christine Albano °
Adam Shabeer Ali *
Duaa Yazied Ali °
Lena M. Ali *
Brian Kodam Alo ²*
Marissa Lynn Aloia *
Ryan George Alverson
Lena Hesham Aly ¹*
Myrna Maher Alyelgad ²
Nathan Robert Ambrogio ¹
Kendra Celina Amos
Kwaku Ampadu-Nyarkoh Jr. *
Sanjith Anand
Elisabeth Ann Anderson °
Nyoma Aneja *
Martin Lopez Arguello
Uzair Mohammed Abdul Arif *
Ryan Sky Arizmendi *
Randy Carlos Arronis
Mitchelle Asenjo ¹
Ammara Asif *
Thomas Joseph Bacigalupo
Fabrizio Renato Bagatoli
Gia Brianne Bagnuolo °
Luca Ballarin Frateschi
Alexis Marie Bamundo
Daniel Banh *
Yuning Bao
Madison Lee Bara *
Naamah Emily Barbut °
Savannah Nery Barcia ¹*
Ivanna Celestine Bardales °
Darnell Barrett ¹
Kalin Eileen Barrett
James Joseph Barry III ²*
Kerry E. Bates *
Anthony Mark Murillo Baticulon
Paras Bawa ¹
Katalina Bedoya *
Giovanni Andrew Bellantone
Michael Bellias
Jonas Aguilar Belmonte *
David Mauricio Benavides Jr. ²
Caprice Ariana Benifield-Sanchez ²*
Fausto Junior Benitez *
Margaret Ford Bergin
Kaitlyn Rose Bertola *
Emma Lily Bessen ²*
Divija Chetan Bhatt ²
Jaineel Chetan Bhatt
Shivani Ashishkumar Bhatt *
John Joseph Bisaha *
Ryan Jonathan Boguslavsky *
Ifeoluwa Bolarin *
Maya Camille Doroja Bolling ¹*
Alessandro Bonet Saravia ¹
Dayanara Bonilla ¹
Isabella Nicole Bonvini °
Wesley H Bosh ¹
Stephen Michael Bradford ¹*
Nicholas Joseph Brinkerhoff ¹*
Angeles Mercedes Britez *
Zenaya Karisma Brito
David Isaiah Lloyd Broderick ¹
Robert Wayne Brokaw Jr.
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Luke McDonnell Brouwer
Edden Brown ²
Claire Veronica Bruno *
Sanjana Buddi ¹
David Nguyen Bui ²
Jennifer Buritica *
Nicholas Kyle Burk *
Finnian Wesley Burns
Amber Ruth Danae Burroughs ¹
D. Butisingh
Magdelin Maria Caba-Cepeda ¹
Micaela Marie Cabrera
Nicholas Michael Cacella ¹
Lily Seana Callaghan
Zaint Jaz Datu Canlapan ¹
Laura Cannuni ¹°
Divine I. Cardona
Ivanna Carreira *
Taylor Nicole Carter *
Sebastian Francisco Casadollarena °°
Daniel J Casale ¹
Isabel Regina Castro
Lisa Kathleen Catalfamo °°
Taylor Rae Cataneo ¹*
Alexander Edward Celenza *
Summer Leigh Centrone
Salvatore Ceravolo *
Minki Chae
Yuanchen Chai °
Ishrrat A. Chameli °°
Marcus Kar-Loa Chan *
Neil Chang *
Rachel Sun Hee Chang °°
Steven Z. Chao °°
Samihah Arnique Charles ¹
Liviya Altair Chatlos *
Sharmeena Chaudhary ¹
Cezar Chehade ¹
Changhao Chen
Edward Wenliang Chen *
Ethan Chen *
Jessie Chen *
Jialong Chen ¹
Muqiu Chen ¹
Shangying Chen
Tina Chen *
Leo Cheng *
Leslie Elizabeth Cheng ¹°
Wanli Cheng
Gwendolyn Fong-Jing Cheung
Sofia Andreevna Chichaikina *
Robert John Chittenden
Henry Chmielowicz
Yeowon Choi *
Ishra Chowdhury *
Kayla F. Chowdhury *
Ehinomen Newton Chris-Esezobor ¹
Clare Jenna Christensen
Victoria Christo Syrdahl
Kylie Chua ²*
Christine J. Chun ¹
Kristen Stacey Cimilluca
Christine Marie Cirullo *
Kevin Dana Clark *
Colby Robert Clayton °°
Christopher Cline ¹
Anastasia Codjebas *
Jose A. Collantes
Zachary Julian Coronacion
Mariana Costa
Samara Joell Cropper
Michael Robert Cross *
Brandon Manfred Cruz
Stevens Alexander Cruz °°
Catherine Daut Cuddihy °°
Kendra Abena Octhere Damoah ¹
Maxwell Pierce D’Angelo *
Vinicius Damasceno De Almeida *
Breana Anita De Paz
Aaliyah Morgan Dean *
Nicholas Elvio Degennaro *
Cameron Reed Delfino ¹°°
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Aaron David Delin *
Katelyn Nicole DeLisi ¹
Lauren Elizabeth DeLo ¹*
Victoria Hope Den Bleyker *°
Siddhika Deshmukh
Thomas Joseph DeVizio ¹
Abriana Marie Diaz *
Alex James Dibble ¹
Veronica Rose DiBella ¹
Anna-Maria Diederichs *
Jairon Valenzuela Digao ¹
Erica Dinardo *
Liam Dineen ²*
Megan Grace Dineen *
Allison Emily Dinuzzo *
Daniel Robert Disantis *
Nihal Dolunay *
Colleen Nichole Donahue *°
Alan Dong ¹
Dylan Joseph Dougher *
Andrew Thomas Duffy ¹
Tyler John Duffy ²
Owen Payton Dunzik
Shirley Duran Palacios *
Brenna Phelan Dyson *°
Joseph Phillip Dzwill *
Jack Reeder Eagleburger
Matthew Steven Eastmond ¹*
Joshua Marcus-Jordan Edmunds
Elijah Edwards III *
Ines Marie Muriel Einsweiler *
Danyah Elgamal
Jonathan Patrick Elliott ¹
Dylan Charles Engongoro
Andrew James Epstein
Matthew Solomon Epstein *
Kevin Grant Erben
Serge Smit Espaillat Lopez ²
Brendan Alan Esplund ¹*
Amal Ibrahim Essa *
Megan Grace Evans
Cyrus Trinidad Fabito *
Liam P. Fagan ²*
Nora Daisy Faherty
Hunza Farrukh
Avalon Concetta Faustini *
Elizabeth Cecelia Fee *
Alencia Felix *
Ella Fendian ¹*
Christopher Joseph Fennell *
Gabriela Star Fernandes ²
Jordyn Paige Fiore ²*
Liam Alexander Fleisher ²
Alexander Carl Fleming ²*
Madison Elizabeth Fleming
Alice Ching Yi Fong *°
Ryan A. Ford ¹*
Andrew Anthony Forman
Adam E. Franklin ¹
Guido Lucas Frau *
Fangling Fu
Rachel Lynn Furman ¹*
Madeline Anne Gadaleta *
Megan Elizabeth Gaido
Shea Catherine Gallagher *°
Dean Michael Gallo
Adam Hakim Gamal ¹
Qiyuan Gao *
Jake Lawrence Garbar *
Isabela Tate Garcia ²
Matthew Hunter Garfield ¹°
Emma E. Garibian *
Ronique Royanna Gatewood
Jonathan Alexander Gelinas *
Nicholas Edward Genung *
Charles Joseph Geremia Jr. ¹*
Akiva Gershan *
Yuri Gerson *
Monica Ghosal
Shannon Delaney Gilch ¹*
Emma Hope Gittleman *°
Devin Antoine Glover
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Sparsh Goel
Nadezhda Goldstein
Lauren J. Golingan *
Claudia Rose Gomez
Alejandro Josee Gonzalez ²
Armando Jose Gonzalez ¹
Demaris F. Gonzalez
Nicholas John Goodwin *
Corey John Gordon
Kyle Michael Gorelik *
Briana Darlene Gould *
Gabriel Mitchell Goykhman
Jakhi Donye Grayson °
Lingzhi Guan ¹ *
Ningxin Guan ²
Olivia Rose Guerriero
Elmer E. Guvevara
Jingyi Guo ¹
Anish Gupta *
Andrew Nana Gyan
Madison Lynn Haggan °°
Kyle Christopher Hagin
Emily Paige Halem
Safia Hamada *
Daniel C. Han ¹
Steve Han ¹
Jessica Olivia Handzo
Migena Hani ²
Meredith Grace Hanko *
Brendan Patrick Hansen
Yue Hao ¹
Sophia D. Harden *
Norin Yasser Haroun
Aliya Janae Harrison
Samantha Lyn Harrison ¹
Mason Francis Hartnett *
Sidney Lee Hathaway *
Brett Michael Hawn *
Alex Her ¹ *
Awaad Hilal *
Thomas Joseph Hillyer *
Ashley Nichole Hitchcock
Jasmine Octavia Hoff
Sara Hoffman ¹
Marina Rose Hoffmann °°
Kyle Patrick Hogan ¹
Sean P. Hoggs II
Angelina Michele Huber
Christopher A. Huembes
Kemar Ricardo Marlon Husbands ¹
Sun Hwang *
Gabrielle Ann Ignotis *
Daniela Illera *
Grace Oluwakemi Ipaye *
Sarhan M. Iqbal ¹ *
Christopher A. Issa ²
Anna Belen Izeppi ²
Christian Daniel Izien ¹
Jeremy Emmanuel Jacinto *
Caroline Renee Jaime *
Destiny Marie Jarvis
Xavier Jenkins ¹
Lois Yire Jeong °°
Isha Sanjay Jethani
Kalol Jha ¹
Kaylin Jiang
Arsley Jimenez ²
Jordi J. Jimenez *
Jiahui Jin ²
Alexa Alberta Johnson ¹
Noelle Park Johnson
Olivia Saran Johnson ¹
Tequan Nasier Johnson ²
Zakiya Jones °°
Sachi Waman Joshi
Edgar Movses Juharian *
Sarika Kabaria
Jeff Joe Kaithakottil
Amir Kalicovic ²
Daniel Kang
Miriam Kang
Dakshanya Kannan
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Cameron Eden Kantor *
Dhiren Vasant Karkera
Julia Lauren Kasica
Sanika S. Katkar *
Annie R. Katz *°
Matthew Charles Keenan
Maeve Aislinn Kelly ¹*
Sarah Nicole Kelly
Ariana Kha *
Najia Khan ¹*
Rosemary Kilajy
Dean Roman Kilyk
Caleb Kim ¹
Cherin Kim ²*
Christopher Chan Ho Kim *
Collin James Kim ¹
Esther E. Kim *°
Joseph Kim
Kevin Kim *
Lauren Hejeung Kim
Miriam Dongju Kim *
Sang Hyun Kim *
Young Joon Kim ¹
Christina Patricia Kimmerle
Jack MacArthur Kinsella
Justin Bryan Hardin Kirkland ¹
Samantha Rae Kirschner
Joshua Aaron Klein
Laine Elise Klimek *
Jimin Ko ²
Jack Edward Kobus ²
Rita Anna Kochakan
David Seokbeom Koh ²
Sarah Abby Kotwica
Nevzat Furkan Kumas ¹
Timothy Louis Kurtz
Kenny Clement Kwok ²
Robert Anthony Languardia *
Lauren Rose Lake *
Sarah Elizabeth Lam *
Margaret M. Lamb *
John Langan ¹
Michele Lau *
Ryan Michael Layton *
Eileen Yesol Lee ²
Esther Lee ¹
Ian Lee *
Jane Yee Lee ²
Matthew Lee
Sungwan Lee ¹*
Isabella Rackel Legra ²
Hugo LeGuennec ¹
Cameron Matthew Leifer *
Sarah Ann Lemar *
Lara Elizabeth Lemkin *
Alan Lenkovskiy *
Jacob Yutaka Leonard *
Evan Patrick Leong ²*
Ian Frederick Lewczak-Miller
Jordan Lewis *
Raymond Joseph Lewis ¹*
Robert Collin Lewis *
Weihao Li
Zhen Li
Weiyi Liang ¹
Xuan Y. Liang ¹
Anthony John Licciardi *
Shelli Beth Liebov *°
Jijung Lim ²*
Patricia Genelle Lim *
Rebecca R. Lim ¹*
Payton R. Lincavage
Kassandra Ann Lippincott ²
Bohan Liu ²*
Qinpeng Liu
Victoria Teresa Lomagno *°
Matthew Joseph Lombardo ¹°
Dushawn D. London ²
Dalvin Devon Long ¹
Amanda Cristina Lopez
Carla Maritza Lopez-Deleon ¹°
Caitlin Grace Lough *
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Luke Thomas Loughlin ²
Elmo Louisville ²
Yanlin Lu *
Nicole Luchetta ²*
Caroline Marie Luckhowec *
Daniela Luna *
Nicholas Bert Lundberg
Jiawei Luo
Siqi Luo *
Jennifer Ly °°
Wei Chen Ma *
Meredith G. Maclean *
Julianne Lynn MacNeill *
Asad Mahmud
Grace Ann Mahon *
John Adam Mahoney *
Anna Catherine Mako ²
Allison Marie Malaney °
Mohammad Awais Malik *
Colleen O’Hara Malley *
Malik Levan Mancias ¹
Jazmine Kaye Mangarun
Izel Su Mansur *
Gift Korto Manyango ¹
Abigail Therese Marin *
Felipe Alessandro Marroquín ¹*
Samantha Gail Marshak *
Daniel Reingold Martin
Christopher Martinez ²*
Karina Eleni Martinez-Ferreira ¹*
Kyle Fox Matchett
Lindsey Elizabeth Mattesich ²
Brittney Colleen Kim Matthew
Connor Steven Mau
Adrian Rene Mazariegos *
Paul Anthony Mazza *
Ainsley Marie McCool
Dylan J. McCoy ¹
Jared Alexander McDonald
Sean Naoto McDosker
Marlowe Elizabeth McGee °°
Andrew D. McStay ¹
Brianna Nichole Medeiros ²*
Patrick Medina ²*
Mohammed Hamza Merchant *
Nadege Maud Lenise Mesidor
Amelia Metters ²
Jacob Michaelovich Meystel *
Maria Jose Meza
Benjamin Tobias Milburn ²
Josef Edward Misterio ¹
Roma Mitra *
Jackson Oliver Mixon ²
Ziad Hisham Mohamed
Basil Mohamed-Sulieman ¹*
Ronit Deepak Raj Mohite ²
Pedro Alexander Monroy-Polanco ²
Leidiana S. Montano ²
Samira N. Moody ²
Mackenzie Jo Moraski *
Marquis Z. Morris
Chelsea Marie Mucciariello °
Sebastian Pablo Muñoz ¹
Tazeen S. Murad ²
Sean Patrick Murphy
Jenine Elizabeth Mustari *
Alexander Lloyd Nagy
Arjun Nayak
Neylan Simone Neal *
Izayah Rosario Negron ²
Jacinda Cheyanne Elizabeth
Nembhard ¹*
Taylor Shelby Ng ¹*
Emily Tran Nguyen
Huy Hoang Nguyen ²
Tuongvy Khanh Nguyen *
Murad Ali Khan Niazi ²
Brian T. Nicareta
Ayesha Noor
Joanne Jeanette Novembre
Zachary S. Nudelman ¹
Brittney Nunez ²
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Vance Andre Nurse
Erin Elizabeth O'Dell *
Brooke Margaret O'Neill
Christian Thomas O'Sullivan *
Cassandra Taylor Oake *
Devon Francis O'Brien *
Kenylee Camilla Ojentis
Chey E. Olexa *
Mia Carina Olsen *
Seth Gregory Olson *
Elana Ivette Ortiz *
Genesis Melissa Ortiz-Samayoa *
Alaa M. Oudeh
Nadjia Ourari *
Ali Haydar Ozdemir
Moriah Caitlin Pagan *
Oskar Johanarvid Palmquist *
Jacky Pan *
Hyunjin Park *
Samuel Park *
Pavanraj Parthiban
Daniella P. Pasquarelli
Reema Patadia
Aastha Kuldip Patel *
Deep K. Patel *
Dhara P. Patel
Diya Chirag Patel *
Jainil Patel *
Mit R. Patel *
Neel Patel *
Pruthvik Sanjaykumar Patel *
Sanket Patel
Shri Patel *
Sunny Patel *
Vedant Rajeshkumar Patel *
Connor Alexander Patriarca *
Julia Laurel Patterson
Alyson Rosa Pelura *
Xirui Peng
Kaitlyn Nicole Perdigao *
Elisa A. Peregrina *
Devin Perez *
Jerson Felix Perez *
Justin Rae Perez *
Laisha Naeli Perez *
Kenneth Geovanny Perez Samaniego *
Maxwell Anthony Persaud *
Madisen L. Petersen
Robert Michael Petillo Jr.
Ty Robert Pezzolla
Khai H. Phi *
Kian H. Phi *
Kevin Phildor
Kirstin Ann Phillips *
Ethan Matthew Piney *
Bailey Emma Plotts *
Sofia Grace Polemeni *
Hezekiel Burt Poluan *
Mariia A Popova *
Matthew Prateep
Adam Provax *
Adrianna Maria Provost *
Nandini Pruthi *
Jade Nicolle Puia *
Nitesh Purushwakam *
Sukanya Revati Puthur *
Berthiana Pyrrhus *
Nabiha Qamar *
Urooj Qamar *
Yuhan Qi
Michell Qiu *
Caitlin Naa Adei Quaye *
Unaisah Noshaba Quazi *
Rashmi Raghuraman
Nadia Rahim *
Anil Ramkissoon *
Nathalia Carolina Ramos
Chloë Renee Rampersad *
Karan Uday Singh Rana
Reid Louis Randolph *
Hamna Rashid *
Stephen Andrew Rea *
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Michael John Reardon ²
Jahni Michael Reaves
Keenan A. Reid ¹
Jessica V. Reinoso
Reeghan Lynne Reitnauer ¹
Xiaoyu Ren ¹°
Diego R. Retamozo ¹*
Jason Reyes *
Ryan Thomas Reynolds ¹
Raysan Rezoan *
Ayanna Mariah Richardson °°
Jack D. Riggin *
Jaden Michelle Riveles °°
Isabella Rivera *
Mika Angelina Rivera
Josh Michael Robins
Aryanna Arcadia Robinson
Shamar Ashanti Robinson ²*
Camila Francine Rodriguez *
Eliana L. Rodriguez °°
Franchesca Rodriguez °
Mariel Rodriguez ¹
Pamela Rodriguez *
Nickolas Andrew Roesch ²
Ruonan Rong *
Vi P. Rong ¹*
Kevin Julian Rosa Ramirez ¹*
Dakota Carly Rosen *
Avery Elizabeth Rosevear
Nicole Ross *
Lauren Rossbach *
Rebecca Claire Roth *
Vivian Elise Rousseau *
Jacob Evan Roy ¹*
Upama Roy ²
Gianna Aida Ruocco *
Joanne Ryu
Muhammad Saad ²
Kaylyn G. Sabater
Angelina Louise Sabo *
Neha Sachdev ¹
Simran M. Sadaranganey ¹*
Magdalene Sophia Sadlon
Nina Madeleine Saughay
Anushka Sahay ²
Joe S. Salazar-Vizhnay
Jessica Lynn Saldutti ²
Dalen Cy Saltzman ¹
Jaclyn Patricia Samra ²
Giancarlo Jose Sanchez
Natasha Sanchez ²°
Melanie Rachel Sanoff *
Alexander Michael Santiago ²
Alycia Marie Santiago °°
Atreyi Sanyal ²
Emad E. Sarwani
Natalie Kate Sasscer
Hemant Sathian ¹*
Benjamin William Sattinger *
Shivam Sawhney ¹*
Mahmoud Ibrahim Sbeah ¹*
Katherine M. Schaefer *
Michael Joseph Schott *
Alexis Eliana Schwartz
Talia Violet Sclafani ²
Srimangala Selvaganapathi ²
Nicholas Raffaele Senatore ¹
Jairah Mae L. Sengco ²
Stanley Joseph Serino ¹*
Noa Dylan Shaw *
Andrew Jay Shee
Yousef Sheikh ¹
Margaret Lauren Shepherd ²
Kiran Olivia Sheth °
Joseph J. Shin ²
Benjamin P. Shipp *
Tridib Kumar Shome *
Ananya Siddabathula *
Taaha Ahmed Siddiqui
Sophia Alexandra Silva *
Michelle Simon *
Sonali Sinha
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Zachary Joseph Sisolak *
Alexandra Jean Skurka *
Benjamin Ryan Slavin *°
Evan Graham Sleight
Claudine Aliyah Smith *
Jesse Thomas Smith
Zainudin F. Smith ²
Zaynah C. Smith-Dasilva *
Hailey Anne Sokol 1*°
Anjelica Punsalang Solomon *
Zachary Ryan Solomon
Kalp Jigneshkumar Soni *
Dennis William Specht *
Jessica Lynn Spitz *
Dominik M. Sprawka 1*
Aditya Sreedhar *
Shreyaa Srinivasan *
Michael Alexander Stamatis
Todd Robert Stowers
Haoyu Su *
Austin Noah Suarez
Tasfia Sultana
Jiale Sun
Kristin Synn *
Isabel Long-Yin Szeto
Kermina Morcos Tadros 1*
Jonathan Michael Tam ²
Himanshu Tandon
He Tang *
Christina Jane Tarpinian
Basem Saher Tawfik
Albert H. Taylor ²
Asada-Monae Keeshana Taylor 1
Anushka Naresh Teckwani *
Maxwell A. Teresa 1
Emily Nicole Teubner
Hoàng My Phúc Thái 1
Ethan William Thomas
Tinu Thomas ²
Christiana Ali’ Thompson ²
Skylar Rae Thoren ²

Michaela Cruz Tinana *
Hamza Omer Tipu 1*
Shari Frances Tjo 1
Ryan James Tollesfen 1
Callet Edgardo Tome-Trochez *
Dana Tong 1
Gillian Torrecampo *
Shelley Tran
Tony Hon Tran
Juliet A. Trifiro
Gio Alfonso Montelibano Trinidad *
Dominick Robert Trombino
Daniela Trujillo *
Jason Tsang 1*
Kobie Parker Tsiang
Caitlin Tulapol *
Tatwa K. Vaidya *
Walter Mathew Valencia 1
Julia Anne Valenti 1
Elizabeth Eunjee Van Roosendaal *
Kara Nicole Vandooijeweert 2*°
Michael Kieran Vargas
Anushka Varma *°
Ishan Manish Vashi 2
Ryan Daniel Vazquez
Daniela Soleil Vega *
Nick Arnold Velasquez 1
Jose J. Velez Jr. *
Matthew John Vellios 2
Nishta Venkatesh
Julia Nicole Ventrone *
Mario Cruz Verdasca *
Jaden Jaiel Vickers 1
Johanne Erika Vidola *
Casey Joshua Viezel *
Tahis Vigo
Nicole Jillian Vila *
Jacklyn Samantha Vilichka
Patrick Brian Villagracia *
Christopher Jeremy Villanueva *
Katherine Patricia Virgilio
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees

Kenyi Vivanco ¹
Graham D. Walsh ²
Jiayu Wan ²
Adama Wane *
Christine Wang ¹*
Christopher Wang
Jinghan Wang
Lujie Wang *
Luqiao Wang ¹
Roger Li Wang ²
Zhqi Wang
Benjamin Max Ward
Kiara Elon Warfield °
Maggie Mary Warner *
Andrew Vern Warta
Téa Wask ¹
Eleisa Ruth Weber
Lucas Allen Wells
Yuxin Wen
Cassidy Lauren West *
Anna Dawn Wilde ¹*°
Sai Kalea Imara Williams ²
Alexandra Jacquelyn Wilson *
Chun Curtis Wong ¹
Katherine S. Wong *
Aidan Kit Woo *
Dahlia Yasmeen Woodley °°
Patrick James Worrell
Tinghao Wu
Yankai Wu *

Zhuo Wu ²
Scott Daniel Wylie *
Sean Connor Wyllie ²
Jaqueline Xelhua-Ocelolt °
Xinyu Xia ¹
Keer Xu ¹*
Zixia Xu
Eric Cheng Yang ¹
Lucas Yang *
Mingbin Yang ¹
Willow Shangxin Yao *
Justin Thomas Yee ²*
Judy Yeung *
Jonathan Hyeon Yi
Tiffany Yong *
Aaron David Young
Noah E. Young
Rhys Y. Yu *
Ruiqi Yuan °
Yang Yue
Jung Yun *
Jessica Anne Zavodnick
Adam Zemlinsky
Justin Zhang ¹*
Wenxin Zhang
Yilin Zhang
Yunpeng Zhang
Lewei Zhao ²
Quanton Han Zhu
Zachary Lawrence Zier

¹ Indicates January 2023 graduates
² Indicates August and October 2023 graduates
* Indicates departmental honors
° Indicates candidates for a disciplinary honor society. Note that August and October 2023 graduates may become eligible for honor societies after the date of printing of this program booklet.
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Communication and Media

Yasmin Ayannah Abdur-Razzaq
Adam Michael Hussam Abou-Nasr
Melissa Adragna
Assem Almukhanbetkyzy
Marissa R. Anema
Sarah Aislinn Antrim
Alyssa Bauer
Jabria Marie Baylor
Alexis Leigh Bell
Thomas Ellis Benjamin
Meredith Ann Bennett
Marianna Louise Bogucki
Ty'Asia Monique Bullock
Alexis Michele Bythrow
Brian Dennis Cameron
Susan Carolonza Chanin
Brian Thomas Cooper
Ashlea Coulter
Michele Nicole De Mola
Troy DeSavino
Rafael Jose Flores
Jennifer-Biana Gelman
Kaitlyn Anne Gillies
Mary Heather Godleski-Cantin
Corena Gonzalez
Amanda Nicole Grieco
Justin Andrew Groc
Marin Rain Hartshorn
Brandon Hayes
Kristen Hazzard
Karalyn Dana Hoover
Emma Michelle Isaacs
Anthony K. Jimenez
Ge Jin
Justin Kanski
Tatiana Karram
Alyson Michele Kaufman
Stephanie Mary Kelly
Taneesha Kumar
Renji Kuriakose

Eric Mark Lapp
Yuanqing Li
Mari Minette Linder
Yuncen Liu
Zhenzhen Liu
Anna Bella Masciandaro
Tiffany Lynn Mason
Lauren Jeanne Massaro
Casey Margaret McAdams
Janet McGurty
Jessica Medina
Cheikh N’Diaye
Maria Catherine Neiswender
Jessica Thao Nguyen
Ruolan Niu
Stephanie Nolan
Jill Novick-Malandrino
Diana Nunez
Gabriel Nicanor Nunez
Gulzira Myrzakhanovna Omarova
Stephanie Mary Opachinski
Margaret Rose O'Shea
Dante Saena-Moon Paulhus
Alyssa Marie Pernice
Caroline Elizabeth Perry
Anne Liu Pickstock
Danielle Allyso Quinto
Medha Rajamanur
Katelyn Marie Reardon
Patrick Francis Roach
Taylor Hope Rogers
Ashley Grace Runyon
Trevor Rutledge-Leverenz
Ana M. Saavedra
Tyler W. Sadler
Hannah Alise Salto
Jorge J. Santamaria
Tracey Sarpong
Alice Antonia Scarabelli
Katherine Scrivani
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Communication and Media

Matthew Scott Shapiro
Alwyn Smith ¹
Tyler Alexandra Stasienko
Kalina Totzeva
Taylor Lynn Trivigno ¹
Mankit Tsui ¹
Noah Michael Vedral ¹

Lingyi Wang
ZhongZe Wang
Brian Warzak ¹
David Michael Williamson
Michelle Wood ¹
Yinhao Wu
Ezra Yun

¹ Indicates January 2023 graduates
² Indicates August 2023 graduates

Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Health Communication and Information

Alexander Byron Criscione
Margaret K. Curran
Shannon K. Kennedy
Rupashree Mitra
Brandon James O’Donnell

Stephanie Joy Olaso
Pragyan Sharma ¹
Julia Cynthia Wiacek
Li-Chen Yen ¹

¹ Indicates January 2023 graduates
² Indicates August 2023 graduates

Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information

Ellen W. Agnew
Luke Nicholas Allocco
Kalaivani Ananthan ²
Noah Michael Anderson
Melissa N. Antolovich
Zachary Alexander Arlt
Katherine Alice Armbruster
Peter John Barnhard ¹
Rowan S Baxter-Green ¹
Elisha Reneé Blevins ¹
Christopher Ross Blichia
Kate Noelle Bowden
Emily Claire Bradford
Rachel Margaret Breaux
Diana Burke
Kelly Laine Cagle

Jeffrey David Cantwell ¹
Brigitte Carroll ¹ο
Bridget F. Casey ¹
Jonathan Keith Chambers
Lauren Ann Costantini ¹ο
SaraBeth Patricia Coyle ²
Sean Killian Cureton ¹
Jacqueline Reneé Daddato ¹ο
Amalia Elizabeth Daniels
Meg Elizabeth D’Elia ¹ο
Michael Steven Demofonte ¹
Jessica Marie DiCicco ¹ο
Jude Joseph Duane ¹
Kelly Ann Duncan
Ian Peter Dykstra
Emily Margaret Dzuback

¹ Indicates January 2023 graduates
² Indicates August 2023 graduates
¹ο Indicates August 2023 graduates
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information

Natalie Ehnis
Kelsey Eugenio
Samantha Evaristo
Angela Hayley Ewing
Charles Francis Flenner III
Rebecca Lauren Fried
Deborah Pieper Fulmer
Frances Claire Fynan
David Michael Gerstein
William K. Geyer Jr.
Nikole Jessica Ghirardi
Aleesha Gurukar
Kellyanne Maria Healey
Frank David Henderson III
Samantha N. Herron
Claire Genevieve Herzog
Amaris M. Hinton
Leyla Feride Housein
Jaelyn Nicole Jackson
Hyder Aziz Jafri
Robert Wesley Jagiela
Heidi Jeanne Jannsch
Glenn Johnson
Morgan Kelsey Kentsbeer
Jennifer R. Kerr
Laiba Khan
Desmond John Kidney II
Bitnari Kim
Edward Francis Konczal Jr.
Christina Elisabeth Kratzman
Alisa Kraut
Sarah Lair
Emily Rose LaMonica
Natalie Lau
Jeffrey Lee
Norman James Lee
Robert J. Lee
Clayton Mattis Levy
Eric Z. Liu
Lesley Lynn Louder
Megan Luke
Jaclyn Alicia Luster
Nashaya Ciara Lyons Watson
Matthew James McGarrity
Kristin Marie McGonigle
Elizabeth Grace McGookin
Grace Mary Godwin McKenna
Kaitlyn Nicole Meehan
Laura Ellen Melbourne
Mikaela Meza
Stephen Rocco Mignanelli
Samantha Marie Moffett
Meaghan Irene Molloy
Sarah Dee Moore
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Moseley
Laura Anne Murphy
Jennifer Nichole Murray
Arielle Sarah Nathanson
Allia Zafar Nisa
Samantha Marie Nitting
Shawn Patrick Oates
Joseph P. O’Brien
John Samuel Palmer III
Summer Aliyah Paris
Analee Catanzaro Pattwell
Victoria Lynn Pawlicki
Maddux J. Pearson
Michael Thomas Pereira
Amanda Lea Perez
Timothy James Pilgrina
Kayla Marie Polt
Corinne Rasmussen
Benjamin Rathbone
Rachel Taylor Ray
Kenneth Richter
Alyssa May Rivera
Danielle Mariah Roberts
Jake Vincent Russell
Candidates for the Master’s Degree in Information

Tatiana Stella Sands  
Milagros I. Santos-Ayala ¹  
Daniel Sanger Schement ¹  
Jason Thomas Seaman ¹  
Dionne Laree Silver ¹°  
Caroline Anne Slama  
Caitlin Anne Smits ¹°  
Victoria Sun  
Emily Nicole Sutphen ¹°  
Katherine Elise Taggart ¹  
Kayla C. Teachout  
Jillian Rose Topolski ¹  
Heather Rose Torres  
Luis E. Troya ²  
Luke Vista ²  
Dylan Lee Vold ¹  
Laura Wachter  
Abigail Jane Walker ¹°  
Lin Wang  
Catherine Margaret Ward  
Shayna Maxine Weddle ¹°  
Anna E. Wells  
Alexander Kyle Whitman  
Christopher Patrick Wolfe  
Mengzhe Wu  
Shelda Zajmi  
Jacob Alan Ziff  
Yuming Zou

¹ Indicates January 2023 graduates  
² Indicates August 2023 graduates  
° Indicates candidates for Beta Phi Mu Honor Society. Note that May and August 2023 graduates become eligible for this honor in May 2024.

Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy in Communication, Information, and Media

Taylor Goulbourne  
Dissertation title: Clarifying the Why, What, How, and When of Community Engagement: Exploring the Communication Tactics Employed by Community-Based Organizations to Engage Underserved Communities  
Adviser: Itzhak Yanovitzky

Omar Hammad  
Dissertation title: Digital Islam: The Emergence of Muslim Counterpublics on Social Media  
Adviser: Regina Marchi

Suchin Lu  
Dissertation title: Tactical Religious Information Practices of Theological Students from Unregistered Christian Communities in China: Walking, Place-Making, Reading, and Deception  
Adviser: Marie L. Radford and Ross J. Todd
Vyshali Manivannan
Dissertation title: This is About the Body, the Mind, the Academy, the Clinic, Time, and Pain
Adviser: Jack Bratich

Christopher Mergerson
Dissertation title: The South and the Promise of Nonprofit News
Adviser: Susan Keith

Jinkyung Park
Dissertation title: A Design Intervention to Reduce Online Incivility
Adviser: Vivek K. Singh

* Doctoral candidates completing requirements after April 2023 will be recognized in May 2024.
About the School of Communication and Information

The School of Communication and Information is a dynamic center of learning at the heart of Rutgers-New Brunswick on the College Avenue campus. Several of our academic programs were first offered in the early 1900s, and the school itself was founded in 1982. Our research and teaching focus on communication, data science, health communication, information technology, journalism and media studies, library and information science, social and new media. The school’s competitive and renowned programs prepare students for careers available today and developing for tomorrow.

The school is home to three academic departments—Communication, Journalism and Media Studies, and Library and Information Science. We offer undergraduate programs in Communication, Information Technology and Informatics, and Journalism and Media Studies, all leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree; minors in Digital Communication, Information, and Media, Data Science, and Gender and Media; master’s programs in Communication and Media, Health Communication and Information, and Information (accredited by the American Library Association); an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Communication, Information, and Media; and continuing education programs. Almost 2,500 students are enrolled in our degree programs, and many thousands of Rutgers students take elective classes with us. SC&I has offices, classrooms, and laboratories in New Brunswick in eight buildings near our main facility at 4 Huntington Street.

The school’s distinguished faculty have been recognized by many honors. These include being named Fellows of the British Psychological Society; the International Communication Association; the Leon Levy Center for Biography at the Graduate Center, CUNY; and the Whiting Foundation.

They have been appointed to the American Library Association Council; the Botswana-Rutgers Mahube Partnership for Transformation; a Martin Luther King, Jr. Visiting Professorship at MIT; Smithsonian Libraries and Archives Advisory Board; included on WAIE’s “100 Brilliant Women in AI Ethics” list; invited to participate in the Geneva Triologue; named among the most prolific scholars within the last five years by the journal Communication Education; and accepted to the International Scientific Expedition “Mission Patagonia.”

SC&I faculty have been named the recipients of awards including the: Baldrige Foundation Award for Leadership Excellence; Betty J. Cleckley Minority Issues Research Award (APHA); Chester A. Berry Scholar Award 2023 (ACUI); Distinguished Service Award (AASL); Isadore Gilbert Mudge Award (RUSA-ALA); Nancy Baym Top Book Award (AoIR); numerous awards granted by the National Communication Association; Neil Postman Mentor’s Award 2022 (NYSCA); Marilyn Sternberg Award (AAUP); SciComm Identities Project (SCIP) Fellowship; and they are recipients of various Rutgers University awards including: the Warren I. Susman Award for Excellence in Teaching; Jeff Tellis Outstanding Advisor Award by the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System; and a Loyal Son of Rutgers Award.

Our faculty have been elected as officers of the International Communication Association, Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, American Library Association, and the Association for Library and Information Science. They have also served as editors and associate editors of key academic journals in their disciplines.

Our outstanding students have received awards such as an ALA Spectrum Scholarship; Association of Research Libraries Diversity Scholar; Emerging Researcher Award (ASIS&T SIG SI); iSchools Doctoral Dissertation Award; the NCA’s Donald P. Cushman Memorial Award; a Paul Robeson Renaissance Award; and a Telly Award; as well as several International Communication Association awards and Johnson & Johnson fellowships. Hundreds have been inductees into national honors societies.
Administration, Faculty, and Staff of the School of Communication and Information

Administration
Dafna Lemish, Interim Dean and Distinguished Professor of Journalism and Media Studies
Mark Aakhus, Associate Dean for Research and Professor of Communication
Karen Hundert Novick, Associate Dean for Administration
Narda Acevedo, Director of Business and Administration
Kevin J. Ewell, Assistant Dean for Student Services
Bernadette Gailllard, Assistant Dean for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Julie Johnson, Director of Continuing and Professional Studies
Jon L. Oliver, Assistant Dean for Information Technology
Brenda Sheridian, Director of Marketing and Communications
Sharon Stoeger, Assistant Dean for Instructional Support and Assessment

Faculty
School-Wide Appointments
Mary Chayko, Teaching Professor and Director of Undergraduate Interdisciplinary Studies
Roxane Gay, Gloria Steinem Endowed Chair in Media, Culture and Feminist Studies

Department of Communication
Mark Beal, Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
Galina Bolden, Professor
Erin Chastise, Teaching Instructor
Maro Y. Dorefl, Professor and Department Chair
R. Richard Dool, Teaching Professor and Director of the Masters Programs
J. Sophia Fu, Assistant Professor
Kathryn Greene, Professor
Alexa Hepburn, Research Professor
Brian Householder, Associate Teaching Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies
Shawnika Hull, Assistant Professor
Jeffrey Lane, Assistant Professor
Nikolaos Linardopoulos, Associate Teaching Professor and Coordinator of the Public Speaking Program
Matthew Matsagianis, Associate Professor
Lisa Milesell, Associate Professor
Katherine Ognyanova, Associate Professor
Jonathan Potter, Distinguished Professor
Yonaira Rivera, Assistant Professor
Reen D. Ruben, Distinguished Professor and Senior Fellow, Center for Organizational Development and Leadership
Kristina Scharp, Associate Professor
Sarah Shugars, Assistant Professor
Lea P. Steward, Professor
Jennifer Theiss, Professor and Director of the Ph.D. Program
Maria Venetis, Associate Professor
Matthew Weber, Associate Professor
Dajung Woo, Assistant Professor
Izthak Yanovitsky, Professor

Department of Journalism and Media Studies
Melissa Aronczyk, Associate Professor
Neal Bennett, Assistant Professor of Professional Practice
Jack Bratich, Professor
Mary D’Ambrosio, Associate Professor of Professional Practice
Lauren Feldman, Associate Professor
Juan D. Gonzalez, Professor of Professional Practice and Richard D. Heffner Professor of Communications and Public Policy
David Greenberg, Professor
Amy Jordan, Professor and Department Chair
Susan Keith, Associate Professor
Youngrim Kim, Assistant Professor
Deepa Kumar, Professor
David Love, Teaching Instructor
Regina Marchi, Associate Professor
Steven Miller, Professor of Professional Practice and Director of Undergraduate Studies
John V. Paolik, Professor
Caitlin Petre, Assistant Professor
Jorge Reina Schernert, Distinguished Professor
Khadijah Costley White, Associate Professor
Todd Wolifson, Associate Professor

Department of Library and Information Science
Warren Allen, Assistant Teaching Professor and Director of the Undergraduate Program
Tawfiq Ammar, Assistant Professor
Marc Aronson, Associate Professor of Professional Practice
LeAnne Barclay-Platenberg, Assistant Teaching Professor
Brenda Boyer, Lecturer
Jessica Yi-Yun Cheng, Assistant Professor
Kaitlin L. Costello, Assistant Professor
Mariana Dalbello, Professor
Suchinthi Fernando, Assistant Teaching Professor
Kiran Garamella, Assistant Professor
Shagun Jhaver, Assistant Professor
GoUn Kim, Teaching Instructor
Sunnyyoung Kim, Assistant Professor
Nancy Krane, Instructional Design and Technology Specialist
Emily Lawrence, Assistant Professor
Michael Lesk, Professor
Britt Paris, Assistant Professor
Lilia Pavlovsky, Associate Teaching Professor and Director of the Master’s Program
Marie L. Radford, Professor and Department Chair
Rebecca B. Reynolds, Assistant Professor
Charles Senteio, Associate Professor
Vivek K. Singh, Associate Professor
Anselm Speroni, Associate Teaching Professor
Gretchen Stahlman, Assistant Professor
Kaushal Trivedi, Assistant Teaching Professor
Joyce Kasman Valenza, Associate Teaching Professor
Nina Wachholder, Assistant Professor

Staff
Vincent Andoldi, Faculty Support Assistant
Marissa Anema, Assistant Director of Marketing and Communications
John Bowen, Application/Web Developer
Andrew Cangiano, Undergraduate Student Counselor
Matthew Chiarello, CRM Administrator and Information Manager
Francine Corcione, Administrative Coordinator
Indra Danti, Senior Program Coordinator
Emre Dogan, Instructional Design and Technology Specialist
Linda Dondero, Faculty Support Assistant
Marley Doring, Program Coordinator, Center for Communication and Health Issues
Nancy Eng, Department Administrator
Kathryn Frauenheim, Facilities Coordinator
Lauren Gagliardi, Assistant Dean for Graduate Students
Nella Gonzalez, Administrative Assistant to the Deans
Ronnette Henry, Research Project Coordinator
Meghan Ingstrup, Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Students
Jennilee Joost, Coordinator of Student Services
Ildiko Koczan, Assistant Director of Student Services for Career Services
Stephanie Lauro, Development Assistant
Erica Lucci, Assistant Director of Instructional Design and Technology Services
Allison Machiavenna, Student Counselor
Jordan Meyers, Administrative Assistant to the Department Chairs
Carol Heher Peters, Public Relations Specialist
Marisol Porter, Faculty Support Administrator
Stacey Porter, Business Specialist
Andrea Sacco, Administrative Assistant, Student Services
Jennifer Schenk, Business Manager
Lorraine Seabrook, Strategic Communications Assistant
Mary Jane Smith, Business Specialist
Michael Souren, System Administrator
Yvonne Sultan, Program Coordinator, Center for Communication and Health Issues
Maryanne Surroviec, Senior Program Coordinator, Continuing and Professional Studies
Tejal Telati, Business Specialist
Eliaa Tiang, Unit Computing Manager
Daniela Vitneeanu, Budget Analyst
Alexis Welch-Dothor, Student Services Specialist
Craig Winston, Research Writer and Editor
Danielle Ygelasias, Faculty Support Assistant
George Yu, Unit Computing Manager
CONGRATULATIONS

NEW GRADS!

You are now part of the Rutgers alumni community. It’s a powerful global network with more than 570,000 members. And it’s here for you. Whatever adventure comes next, you have a lifelong bond with Rutgers. So stay connected! Stay strong and resilient. And stay Scarlet Forever.
On the Banks of the Old Raritan
(The Rutgers Alma Mater)

“On the Banks” has been sung at Rutgers since 1873

Verse I

From far and near we came to Rutgers,
And resolved to learn all that we can;
   And so we settled down,
   In that noisy college town,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus

On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,
Where old Rutgers ever more shall stand,
   For has she not stood
   Since the time of the flood,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Verse V

Then sing aloud to Alma Mater,
And keep the scarlet in the van;
   For with her motto high,
Rutgers' name shall never die,
On the banks of the old Raritan.

Chorus

On the banks of the old Raritan, my friends,
Where old Rutgers ever more shall stand,
   For has she not stood
   Since the time of the flood,
On the banks of the old Raritan.